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Ford introduced the 6. It was cleaner, quieter, and more powerful than its predecessors - the 6.
This new 6. Compared to the 6. Like the 6. This bed plate is securely cinched down to the engine
block via four bolts per main. The 6. On top, there are cast iron cylinder heads with four valves
per cylinder. Valves are actuated by the rocker arms. Each rocker arm opens and closes two
valves at once together. The fuel is provided by the Siemens VDO K16 high-pressure fuel pump
which is located at the rear of the lift valley. The K16 fuel pump is capable of producing 24, psi.
The engine also was equipped a first in the segment with the piezoelectric injectors. These
injectors are capable of pulling off five events during the course of each cylinder's power stroke
and deliver much more precise fueling than the HEUI injectors could. The engine has the
compound turbo setup - The compact package of turbochargers manufactured by BorgWarner.
It combined a 65 mm fixed geometry low-pressure unit with a 52 mm variable geometry
high-pressure turbocharger. This twin sequential turbocharger system gives such benefits as
reduced turbo lag and improved overall performance characteristic. All 6. Almost 25 percent of
intake air contains exhaust gases now, lowering NOx emissions. To reduce particulate matter
production, the engine exhaust system received a diesel particulate filter DPF. The
manufacturer provided the special regeneration process for the DPF to make it as a
self-cleaning device. During that active regeneration process, additional fuel is injected on the
engine's exhaust stroke to effectively burn out the trapped particles in the DPF. In , Ford began
offering the newest 6. But 6. In first, factory pistons are prone to crake. That happens more
likely due to the high psi stock boost pressure. On the other hand, the 6. In second, the problem
with blown head gaskets is still happened due to stretched head bolts under higher cylinder
pressure. The third issue is a lack of oil lubrication for the rocker arms. That leads to
accelerated wear of pressed-in balls of the rocker arms, increased friction and heat in the
valvetrain. Besides that, the 6. The downside to the DPF regeneration process on the 6. It's not
rare for owners to report draining an extra gallon of oil at the oil change interval. Regeneration
also negatively affects fuel consumption. The piezoelectric injectors are more sensitive to the
quality of fuel because of the ultra-tight tolerances than the previous HEUI injectors had. Failed
6. But Ford engineers were focused to fix or at least minimize the previous issues. As a result,
the 6. Home Ford 6. Engine Specs Manufacturer. Production years. Cylinder block material.
Cylinder head material. Fuel type. Number of cylinders. Valves per cylinder. Valvetrain layout.
Bore, mm. Displacement, cc. Type of internal combustion engine. Compression Ratio. Torque,
lb ft. Firing order. Engine oil weight. Engine oil capacity, liter. Oil change interval, mile. When
the 6. After a five-year production run of the 6. While the 6. Failed emissions control
components, fuel system contaminants and corrosion, leaking radiators and hoses, cracked
turbo up-pipes and severe oil dilution all plague the 6. In most cases, the engine itself suffers
some type of catastrophic failure between , to , miles. And because the repair costs on a 6. Read
on for a closer look at the 6. Sure, any of the following problems can be tackled with the cab still
attached to the frame, but most techs opt to do the work cab-off. At the heart of several major
failure points rests the exhaust after treatment system, specifically the diesel particulate filter
DPF. During the regeneration process also known as regen or exhaust filter cleaning , fuel is
used to effectively turn a portion of the after treatment system into an incinerator to burn off the
accumulated particulates in the DPF. When this happens, the engine sees elevated exhaust gas
temperature, higher idle rpm, a reduction in power, lower fuel economy and in some cases,
smoke out the tailpipe. As with any exhaust after treatment system behind a modern diesel
engine, eventually the DPF will plug solid and need to be replaced. Unfortunately, failure is
inevitable with this component. Once plugged, the DPF will force the truck to remain in
perpetual regen mode. This means the engine constantly sees 1, to 1,degree exhaust gas
temperatures and extreme back pressure, which overtime takes its toll on everything from the
engine oil to the turbochargers. Even though the 6. The horizontal EGR cooler is located above
the driver side exhaust manifold. While the use of piezoelectric fuel injectors used in the 6. A
neglected or clogged drain in the water separator along the driver side frame rail will eventually
allow water to pass through and enter the fuel system. While there, it reacts with the metal
components of the injection system and forms rust, which can take out the injection pump,
injectors or in some extreme cases the entire engine. The primary reason for the 6. Most failures
stem from a lack of low-pressure fuel supply via a failing lift pump or a stuck pressure control
valve PCV or volume control valve VCV. A K16 pump that is in its death throes will typically
produce a P diagnostic trouble code. Like the injectors, the K16 does not tolerate contaminants
well, and plenty of pump failures have been traced back to rust being present in the
low-pressure fuel system what feeds the K When this pump comes apart it sends shrapnel
through the injectors, effectively taking them out at the same time. A known problem most
frequently found on early 6. As stated earlier, this calls for the removal of the turbochargers,
which may or may not warrant pulling the cab depending on the preference of your technician.

Unlike the 6. However, it does usually signal that a radiator replacement is in store. The factory
radiator is known to separate at the seams and leak where the plastic end tanks meet the
aluminum core. The updated version from Ford proved to be a bit more robust, but they can still
fail. Cracked up-pipes, the plumbing that links the exhaust manifolds to the turbo, are extremely
common on the 6. Specifically, the pipes crack at the bellow also referred to as the expansion
joint or braided wire section. Due to fuel being used during the regen process i. A major wear
point in the 6. Specifically, considerable wear occurs at the fulcrum ball of the rocker arms,
along with the pressed-in ball on the rocker end of the pushrods. The reason for the wear stems
from a lack of oiling issue, as the only lubrication the rocker arms receive comes by way of the
pushrods. Beyond that, the rocker arms are also known to break when subjected to high-rpm
scenarios where valve float occurs. Many enthusiasts invest in cryogenically treating the
rockers to improve their durability. Sign up for more restomod content to add horsepower to
your inbox. The Power Stroke Blues: 6. Inevitable Failure As with any exhaust after treatment
system behind a modern diesel engine, eventually the DPF will plug solid and need to be
replaced. Springing a Leak Unlike the 6. Spewing Soot Cracked up-pipes, the plumbing that
links the exhaust manifolds to the turbo, are extremely common on the 6. Oil Dilution Due to
fuel being used during the regen process i. Valvetrain Weaknesses A major wear point in the 6.
Recommended For You. Subscription Confirmed! Continue on to the site and look for links to
the latest articles, as soon as they are released. Sign me up for a quarterly digital magazine
subscription. View or Download our free Digital Magazines Today! Go to newsstand. The 6.
From its compound turbos and piezo injectors, to its robust construction, the 6. They have to
meet various noise and emissions regulations in order to be sold to the public, which limits the
amount of horsepower they can make from the factory. Just how much horsepower was left on
the table? First on the list was an improved tune, courtesy of Innovative Diesel. Innovative
performs custom tunes using SCT Livewire on modified 6. Since the goal was to make as much
power as possible, they contacted Performance Truck Products for a straight-pipe exhaust kit
from FloPro Performance Mufflers. This kit replaces the diesel particulate filter and catalyst with
a straight-pipe. Removal of the catalyst and DPF makes the truck illegal for on-highway use, so
they limited their testing to the dragstrip and dyno. If you start here and unbolt the DPF, it will
make your life much easier. Fords factory exhaust system is very well built, and you must
remove all the exhaust hangers, clamps, and unbolt the downpipe and catalyst-to-DPF
connection before it will even think about coming loose. WD or PB Blaster is your friend here,
and is a good way to get those pesky exhaust hangers off. There are four sensors that will need
to be removed before the exhaust can be taken off. Just be patient and take your time. It came
with all the provisions for the factory emissions sensors, and was a pretty straightforward
install. It should be noted that some of the factory exhaust hangers were not used due to the
light weight of the straight-pipe. The catalyst and DPF on the new Fords are huge. The OEM air
intake flows plenty of air for a stock engine, but once the power is turned up, more airflow is
needed. Installing the intake hose supplied with the kit was perhaps the hardest step of the
intake upgrade. Use a lot of muscle and a screwdriver to slide it over the turbo inlet. Despite the
off-road nature of these modifications except the intake, which is state legal , there are some 6.
A normal Power Stroke-powered F or F will get about 10 to 12 mpg city, 14 to 15 mpg highway,
and 8 to 9 mpg during heavy towing. With a straight-pipe, tuner, and intake, owners are
reporting 15 to 17 mpg city, 20 to 23 mpg highway, and 12 to 14 mpg while towing! In stock
form, this Ford made hp. Inertia dynamometers are notorious for not loading diesel trucks as
much as regular driving. It is Federal Law. Diesel Power magazine. Performance Truck
Products. Innovative Diesel. While the 6. There are a number of common 6. This makes any
repair more expensive. Thankfully, because these 6. Most 6. If you want to skip to a section,
simply click on one of the bulleted links. Oil dilution is an extremely common problem that 6.
Have you ever changed your engine oil on your 6. You might have been surprised that after
draining the oil out of your truck, you found a ton of extra oil. Several quarts and sometimes
even over a gallon of extra oil can be removed when changing your engine oil. That extra liquid
is diesel fuel. When your 6. It then travels into the exhaust stream, elevates EGTs and burns off
hydrocarbons from the diesel particulate filter. Oil dilution is an unfortunate by-product of this
emissions process. What problems can oil dilution lead to though? This can lead to increased
wear and tear on crucial engine components because of a lack of lubrication. So how do you
prevent this problem from happening? First and foremost, check your engine oil frequently.
Once a week take a look at your dip stick. Instead, change the oil and filter on your 6. Also make
sure you use high quality oil that meets or exceeds OEM specs. One of the best 6. This is the
preferred engine oil viscosity for climates above 20 degrees Fahrenheit. If you are in a colder
climate, your truck may require a different viscosity. The 6. It requires the use of a straight pipe
exhaust system and a delete-capable tuning device. Unlike the 6. The crimps on the plastic ends

of the radiator tend to separate, causing them to leak. You might also notice visible signs of the
radiator leaking. Here are some quality 6. This radiator also uses rubber mounting begs, instead
of the solid metal OEM ones, to reduce the amount of flex force transferred to the radiator. To
further increase radiator durability, you can also get a radiator support bar. Radiator support
bars add rigidity and help prolong coolant system life by reducing front end flex and twisting.
Despite the impressive 6. The major reason for the 6. Active regeneration uses diesel to
increase EGTs and clean the dpf. City driving and driving in heavy traffic make mpgs go down
ever further as they will result in more frequent active regeneration cycles. If you want to
improve fuel economy in your 6. While a straight pipe exhaust and a tuner will greatly increase
your mpgs, deleting or turning off emissions devices is federally illegal on any highway driven
or registered vehicle. Many tuners are now CARB approved and emissions compliant. Here are
some of our favorite mods to increase fuel economy. Want better fuel economy on your 6. What
better way to achieve this than by giving your engine cleaner fuel for a more complete burn.
They also supply a steady amount of fuel making them invaluable when you add tuning! If you
want custom tunes for your 6. That means no hooking up to a computer is required to load
tunes onto the device and your truck! For more information on how to improve performance and
reliability on Ford Superduty trucks with a Diesel engine, visit our 13 Best 6. The primary
responsibility of the diesel particulate filter is to capture unburnt hydrocarbons before they exit
the tailpipe. While the DPF does this successfully reduce tailpipe emissions on the 6. Like any
new design, there were a number of common issues found on these early and rudimentary
diesel particulate filters. DPF problems are often expensive and require replacement. Leaking or
plugged up DPF systems typically require you to purchase a new one. Another replacement
DPF system that is available for the 6. Is your 6. Is there soot on the firewall or the hood area?
Can you hear a loud hissing noise from under the hood? A very common issue with the 6. The
cracking occurs on the expansion joints and can cause a huge loss of power, as well as the
symptoms listed above. Unfortunately, your only option with cracked up-pipes is to replace
them. There are plenty of aftermarket up-pipes that offer superior construction and even
life-time warranties. Check out these quality aftermarket up-pipes that should solve the problem
forever! Want heavy duty stainless steel replacement up-pipes for your cracked OEM ones?
Coolant is used in this process which over time can break down, clogging the EGR cooler.
Similar to the 6. Unfortunately, the 6. As a preventative measure, invest in a coolant filtration
system. Coolant breakdown is an inevitable part of the exhaust gas recirculation process.
Coolant filtration systems help preserve your coolant quality and can drastically increase
coolant lifetimes. Mishimoto and Sinister Diesel both make relatively cheap coolant filtration
systems. Make sure you also follow a severe 6. By changing your coolant frequently, you
maintain high-quality coolant flowing throughout your 6. Aftermarket EGR Coolers can also
offer superior performance and durability compared to factory ones. If one, or both, of your
OEM EGR Coolers has already plugged up, you can replace them with aftermarket units that are
significantly more durable and reliable. Aftermarket coolers often feature a sturdier design to
prevent leaking and improved coolant flow to help lower coolant temperatures. Check out these
EGR Cooler replacement systems for the 6. Early model year 6. Over time, vibrations can cause
the wires to be exposed. Once exposed, you run the risk of shorting your high pressure fuel
pump. Luckily there is an easy solution. Later model 6. Ford was well aware of this problem.
They corrected this problem in late model trucks by adding a protective covering to the wire
harness. This is one of the reasons later versions of the 6. Unfortunately, this repair requires the
cab to be pulled. The K16 injection pump is hidden and to get access it requires a ton of work.
Front cover leaks can develop overtime, which can cause coolant to leak into the crankcase.
This is another reason it is very important to check your dipstick frequently. You can often
catch a problem before it leads to a total engine rebuild. Frequently, leaks develop near the
water pump area. Many believe these leaks occur due to cavitation. If you have a front cover
leak, you will have to replace it. The best thing you can do is be vigilant about your 6. Get a
coolant filtration device. Make sure you change your 6. Add one more line item to your list of
common 6. Basically the water and diesel fuel mixture coagulates and creates a sludge that can
cause the drain valve to stick shut. When enough water is collected it can enter the vehicles fuel
system, causing rust and poor fuel quality. The high pressure fuel system used in these trucks
are extremely susceptible to fuel system failures from poor fuel quality. When rust or poor fuel
get to the fuel injection pump, it can lead to self-destruction of the K16 injection pump which
then sends metal shrapnel to your injectors. This can essentially kill the entire fuel system
costing thousands and thousands of dollars of repair and a truck that is in the shop for a long
time. The more frequently, the better. If you need to, drain it every other week. This should help
maintain the factory system for longer. Another solution to greatly improve fuel quality and
extend fuel system lifetimes is by installing a fuel lift pump system. They offer superior fuel

filtration than the OEM system and the result is greater fuel economy, fuel system longevity,
and even better performance. Here are some quality kits! The result is long fuel system life and
better overall performance. This system is designed to work with trucks that require a little more
fuel. Many EGR related failures are actually mis-diagnosed. The real problem you may be
encountering is a clogged Engine Oil Cooler. Clogged Engine Oil Coolers is another frequently
encountered 6. The Oil Cooler is responsible for cooling your 6. When these passages get
blocked up your 6. Instead, you have to replace it. You can replace it with a Ford OEM engine oil
cooler which will likely solve the problem for another , miles or you can use an aftermarket
engine oil cooler. Aftermarket engine oil coolers often last longer and provide better cooling
performance than OEM units. Adding a coolant filtration system like the Mishimoto Coolant
Filtration system above is a great way to improve oil cooler lifetimes as well. Want an
affordable, highly-rated 6. It typically happens in higher mileage engines, but this is can affect
all-mileage 6. If left unchecked even bigger issues can occur, like melted injector tips. The OEM
pistons feature a fuel bowl, which is where the cracks typically start at the thin edge. Then these
cracks typically develop and get worse. This crack can then lengthen across the entire piston.
Unfortunately, replacing your 6. The International MaxxForce 7 engine was used on heavier duty
commercial vehicles and therefore was built slightly better. Over horsepower can easily be
achieved inexpensively. This propensity to become powerful can lead to headaches down the
road however. Proper, frequent maintenance is also strongly encouraged. Treating this engine
like the reliable and trusty 7. Ch
1999 honda passport problems
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eck out our Comprehensive 6. It covers recommended maintenance intervals and also lists the
parts, fluids, and filters you need to keep your 6. This helps support Diesel Resource and allows
us to continue to produce helpful diesel insight and content. Thank you for the support! Want to
learn more about the latest insights in the diesel industry? Signup for our newsletter and stay
up to date on the top trending topics! Founder of Diesel Resource and a complete diesel head.
Has a little bit of problem buying too many trucks. Learn more about him by checking out his
truck. Help Us Get to 1,! Written by Kamil January 21st, Oil Dilution Oil dilution is an extremely
common problem that 6. Mishimoto 6. Mishimoto Oil Cooler Want an affordable, highly-rated 6.
Make Kamil's day and share it with a buddy! Best Ford 6. Complete 6. Complete 7.
Comprehensive 3. Comprehensive 6. Ford 3. Ford 6. Ford 7. The Ultimate Guide to Ford 6.
Ultimate Guide to Ford 6. Diesel Performance. Digital Gauge Monitors.

